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Material Guide: Wood
- We offer 2 types of wood in sheet material. Plywood, and veneered wood, available in a few finishes and 2 
thicknesses.

- Plywood is in stock regularly.  Specialty veneered wood will need to be ordered in for you. Please Let us know 
what finish you need - we can typically source materials in 1 business day.

- Colours and wood grain will vary from sample images due to the natural qualities of the material.  Feel free to 
drop by the studio and see them in person!

birch plywood cherry veneer wood walnut veneer wood maple veneer wood

available thickness:
3mm, 6mm

available thickness:
3mm only

max sheet size: 
300 x 600mm (11.75” x 23.5”)

available thickness:
3mm only

max sheet size: 
300 x 600mm (11.75” x 23.5”)

available thickness:
3mm only

max sheet size: 
300 x 600mm (11.75” x 23.5”)Birch Plywood is our most popular 

material and one of the most af-
fordable and versatile. One face of 
the material is free of defects with 
a light-uniform color. The back 
can have 3-6 color-matched 2 inch 
patches.

Our veneered wood sheets are pre-
mium material that has a formalde-
hyde-free fiber board core with real 
wood laminated on either side. The 
surface finish is sanded smooth 
and semi-matte.

MOST POPULAR                                             
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Material Guide: Acrylic
- We offer 4 types of acrylic; opaque, translucent, mirrored and fluorescent.

- Popular colours are in stock regularly.  Specialty colours will need to be ordered in for you. Please Let us know 
what colour and thickness you need - we can typically source materials in 1 business day.

- Colours may vary from sample images.  Feel free to drop by the studio and see them in person!

- Materials are typically billed by the square foot.  Volume discounts start at orders of 32 square feet or more.

- Typically all materials are available in 3mm (1/8”) thickness.  Other thicknesses are: 1.5mm (1/16”), 6mm (1/4” 
), 9mm (3/8”), 12mm (1/2”), availability will vary by colour.

clear
(also available in 2mm)

3015
white

(3mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm)

7328
White

(1.5mm)

2025
black

MOST POPULAR                available in 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm
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2308*
turquoise

2037
yellow

3001
grey

2648
blue

2016
yellow

2287
purple 

(slightly translucent)

6362
silver

2051
blue

3119
pink

2418
brown

2050
navy blue

2793
red

2146
ivory

2030*
green

(slightly translucent)

2119
orange

matte black*
(only 3mm, 

matte on 1 side only)

matte white*
(only 3mm, 

matte on 1 side only)

2108
green

OPAQUE ACRYLIC                                 available in 3mm & 6mm

*Limited stock. Please inquire
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TRANSLUCENT ACRYLIC                                     available in 3mm & 6mm

P-95
clear matte/frosted

2069
blue

2064
smoked grey

2424
dark blue

2074
charcoal grey

2422
orange

3030
green edge

2404*
light bronze

2447
milky white

(light transmissive)

7328
milky white

(light transmissive)

2423
red

2111
coke bottle

2412*
bronze

2208*
yellow

2092
green

*Limited stock. Please inquire
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MIRRORED ACRYLIC                     available in 3mm (silver available in 6mm as well)

FLUORESCENT ACRYLIC                         available in 3mm & 6mm

C100816M
silver mirror

1350*
rose gold mirror

1119
orange mirror

1310
red mirror

1300
gold mirror

1600*
bronze mirror

4674
green mirror

2069
blue mirror

1450
pink mirror

1020
purple mirror

9096
orange

9093
green

9092
blue

9095
pink

9097
yellow

(Mirror on one side only with grey backing)

*Limited stock. Please inquire


